A rapid, reliable method to isolate high quality endothelial RNA from small spatially-defined locations.
Phenotypic heterogeneity of the endothelium has important implications for cell sourcing for cardiovascular tissue engineered devices and is fundamental to many cardiovascular diseases. A critical first step to identifying genetic regulators associated with particular endothelial phenotypes is reliable isolation of pure RNA from the cell subpopulations of interest. We present here a rapid method for the isolation of endothelial RNA from small spatially-defined locations, illustrated for two sides of the porcine aortic valve. Endothelial cells were retrieved from fresh tissue by freezing them to a glass substrate, from which they were lysed in guanidine thiocyanate buffer for RNA isolation. Valve endothelial cells isolated by this technique stained positively for CD31 and von Willebrand factor, consistent with an endothelial phenotype, with no evidence of contamination by alpha-smooth muscle actin-positive valve interstitial cells or CD45-positive leukocytes. RNA integrity was excellent in 80% of the samples, with over 100 ng of total RNA typically obtained from each side of the valve. This rapid method yields high quality pure endothelial RNA in sufficient quantities for amplification and subsequent use in device-, cell-, and location-specific transcriptional profiling by microarray technologies, and thus facilitates studies of spatial gene regulation.